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ANTI-AIRCRAFT DEFENCES STRENGTHENED

All the anti-aircraft defences on the south and south-east coasts have been

strengthened to meet the Luftwaffe’s switch-over from sneak raiding to high level

bombing.

In previous months, the light A,A* guns on the coast successfully countered

the tip-and-run raider. Now, after a lull, it is the turn of the heavy guns of

the mixed batteries of Anti-Aircraft Command to deal with high flying bombers and

fighter-bombers using new methods of attack,

How successful these mixed batteries have been in their engagements against
the enemy is shown in reports from a south coast A,A, Brigade where, early in the

week, two "category ones" were awarded them for planes definitely destroyed in a

short night raid and other awards allowed for raiders so badly damaged that they

probably never reached home.

At dusk on Monday night thousands of people in one south coast town watched

another raider being engaged by all the anti-aircraft defences in the area.

Against a cloudless background and at a tremendous height the shell bursts made a

long chess board pattern in a narrow strip right across the evening sky.

This raider, which was one of the highest targets ever engaged by our home

3.7 A,A, gins -it was so high that even the instrument detachments had difficulty

in getting true data - was finally destroyed by a shell burst in a direct hit.

The action was seen by 3 ,000 naval students at a training centre near the

A,A, Brigade headquarters, "Alien we finally got this raider," said the Brigade

Major afterwards, "they sent up a terrific cheer which we could hear above the

racket of the A,A, fire. Then came the telephone calls - one from a very senior

naval officer - congratulating the gunners on their fine piece of work,"

The gunners in the area have had the hardest time of all anti-aircraft

personnel for some time. At one period during a night raid they were so busy that

there was no tine to clear empty shell cases from the gun pits. Here the rate of

fire was so high that layers and ammunition numbers on the guns had frequently to

be changed over in order to give everyone in the detachment a bit of a rest.

"The searchlight men," said one gun sergeant, "gave us the greatest possible

help throughout the raid. They just held the raiders in their beams and wouldn’t

let then go, while we kept up a terrific concentration of fire,"
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